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Pankaj Badoni, Faculty Head
Ever since I joined UPES ACM in 2014, it’s been
a highly fruitful and successful journey. In
these three years, our students have worked
tremendously hard and helped our chapter
achieve new milestones. We have won several
national and international awards including
the Student Chapter Excellence Award for
Outstanding Chapter Activities (2014-2015)
and Outstanding Recruitment Program (2016).
Our annual technical fest, Prodigy has proven
to be a massive success for the last three years
and continues to be the most anticipated
fest of UPES. Over the years, the chapter has
participated in many community services
events and tried its best to do more every
time. In the time of nationwide calamity like
the earthquake in Nepal, we did our best to
help the victims by conducting a fundraiser
for the Nepal relief fund. We organized a Net
Neutrality campaign to make sure that the
services in the Indian cyberspace remain free
and open to all. Not to mention the interactive
teaching sessions for the school kids through
our event, Hour of Code to instigate them
in the direction of Computer Sciences and
programming from an early age. Last year,
UPES ACM-W conducted ACM-W India
Celebration of Women in computing which
served as a great opportunity for the female
intellectuals to showcase their brilliance and
come forward with their innovative ideas.
We witnessed a huge participation of women
from all across the nation.
Besides being a part of such awesome
events and activities, there are several other
perks of being an ACM member, you not only
get a chance to connect with several reputed
professionals from all across the industry but
you also get the necessary exposure and the
resources to bring out the best in you. Our
chapter continues to evolve day by day and we
strive to create a better learning environment
for all our members with each passing day.
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Devops: Practice and Tools

Technology has been evolving at a much faster pace than before. We
have a new jargon every year which takes the IT industry by storm
and becomes a must-have skill for every aspiring Computer Engineer
or a SDE. 2016 was the year of DevOps and 2017 will be too. Everyone
knows DevOps, but understands very little.
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Healthcare and Technology

The last 5 years have witnessed a significant rise in
the use of technology in Healthcare sector. It has
dynamically changed and structured the face of it.
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Hack the Cracker

Hackers and crackers have one thing
in common- their method for breaking
into a system.
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Watson NASA’s new recruit

Watson is a question answering computer system
capable of answering questions posed in natural
language, developed in IBM’s DeepQA project.
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When crisis struck in the form of
the biggest DEMONETISATION
drive of the century initiated
by the Prime Minister of the
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Rashmi Sharma, Faculty Head
Since August 2015, I am with ACM as a faculty
sponsor of the ACM-W student chapter. From
2015 to till date many hidden talents of our
students come forward to me.
How curiously they organize each and every
event (Technical/ Non-technical) and lift other
students for the participation impressed me
a lot. Throughout the year many events are
organized by ACM/ACM-W student chapter
like flagship event ACM ICL 2.0, BLACKHAT,
THE MATRIX, SPY-C, HOUR OF CODE etc. With
great enthusiasm and teamwork, they are
doing organization of such events beautifully.
Similarly, in October 2016 our university was
elected to host the ACM-W India Celebration
of Women in Computing (AICWiC’16). In
AICWiC’16, students set a great example of
teamwork and hard work also by organizing
following events:
• Lady Ada - National Level Programming
contest
• Panel discussions
• WIP (Work in Progress) Paper/Poster
presentation
• Python Workshop
• DSP lecture by Dr Margaret Burnett
• ACM-WI/iSIGCSE Women Faculty Summit
This is not the end of our students work; they
also visit many nearby schools and teach
students programming languages or many
other subjects that are beneficial for school as
well as students of UPES.
So, I have learnt a lot with the company of
such brilliant students.
My best wishes are always with our students.

The evolving image of women in
computing through our lens
With Rashmi Mohan
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“A dream doesn’t become reality through magic; it takes
sweat, determination and hard work”

W

hen I came to UPES, one of the big
decisions was to decide which student
association I want to be a part of. In
fact, it took me an entire year to decide.
In that one year there was this 1 chapter that caught my
eye because of its dedication and commitment to help
the students both professionally and technically. So, in my
sophomore year I finally decided to join UPES ACM. I knew I
had made the right decision but what I didn’t know that this
decision is going to give me the best time of my college life.
I joined ACM as a Public Relations Coordinator, and shortly
after 5 months I was appointed as the Convener for the
Annual Technical Fest of UPES ACM “PRODIGY”. It was a major
step for me as I had been a member for just 5 months or so.
This is one of the best things of UPES ACM; it provides young
and inexperienced people like me with a lot of opportunities
to grow and learn.
The fest was a success and in that year UPES ACM went on to win the Runner’s up award for Best Student
Chapter in India as well as the Outstanding Chapter Activities award by ACM International. As the time
went on I was elected as the General Secretary of UPES ACM student Chapter. Next year UPES ACM
won the Outstanding Recruitment Award by ACM International. All these awards and success were just
because of the dedication of each and every member of the ACM team who had worked constantly to
take ACM to these heights. The main aim of UPES ACM is to polish students technically for their future.
With my 4 year experience, I can surely say that UPES ACM has reached great heights and it will continue
to do so In the future. At last, nothing is possible without the right mentorship and ACM had the same.
With the likes of Sanyam Grover and Prince Madaan to Yash Chaturvedi and Pratyush Soni, we all learnt
a lot from them and we hope to continue to work on the platform which they have build for us. Kudos
seniors and Thanks a lot to the entire UPES ACM Team. I feel a lot is yet to come.
Aman Jain
Chairman – UPES ACM 2016-17
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I have grown as a team member, a leader and
most importantly, as a person. I overcame
my fear of public speaking, my stage fright
and my inability to converse with strangers.
In April 2015, UPES ACM-W Student Chapter
was chartered and began working to
recruit and retain people who believed
in the importance of encouraging young
women to study computing. Appointed as
the Secretary, I worked under the guidance
of Ms. Divya Negi, Dr. Rashmi Sharma, Mr.
Pankaj Badoni and Dr. Hitesh Sharma.
The chapter flourished gloriously due to the hard work of our seniors, namely Mr. Sanyam
Grover, Mr. Prince Madaan, Ms. Neelima Bajpai, Ms. Shikha Khaneja, Ms. Manjari Dhoundiyal,
Mr. Yash Chaturvedi and Mr. Pratyush Soni along with my peers Tanya Goel, Aditi Goyal,
Simran Dhamija, Shivangi Prasad, Anshuman Singh, and Aman Jain.
I thank everyone for their unwavering support!
Within two years of its foundation, UPES ACM-W has succesfully conducted the prestigious
ACM-W India Celebration of Women in Computing 2016 (AICWiC’16) and has been rewarded
the runner up for Award for the Best Student Chapter in India.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I

grew up in a family of brilliant women,
who worked relentlessly for their
dreams. I looked up at them with awe!
I joined the UPES ACM family in the
second year of my under-graduation.
ACM offered me an opportunity to work
with and lead an exuberant close-knit team,
wherein each individual brought something
ingenious to the table.

The dream teams working under the banners of Editorial, Event Management, Public
Relations, Technical, Graphic Designing, VFX, Sponsorship and Membership have made it
all possible. I congratulate each and every member on this achievement!
Today, I, as the Chairperson of UPES ACM-W Student Chapter, am proud of the journey we
have made. I believe if my efforts can make one girl feel as inspired as I did, I would have
done my job!
Gunjan Lal
Chairperson - UPES ACM-W Student Chapter
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ACM & ACM-W
About Association for
Computing Machinery
and Association for
Computing Machinery
for Women

The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) is an internationally renowned society
for computing. It was founded in 1947 and is the world’s largest scientific and educational
computing society. It is a nonprofit professional membership group. The ACM India
Council is an effort of ACM aimed at increasing the level of awareness regarding
computing activities across India. The society has three kinds of chapters: Special Interest
Groups, Professional Chapters, and Student Chapters.
UPES-ACM being one of the several student chapter across India started its activity from
April 2010. The chapter conducts several activities out of which prodigy is the most
awaited fest, which has a combination of both technical and fun events as the chapter
is well known for maintaining a balance between co-curricular and extra-curricular
events. With certain sports centered events, the chapter has accomplished a certain
part in its quest for well-rounded growth of its participants and chapter members.
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Asociation for
Computing and
Machinery”
The entire chapter puts all its blood and

and advocates for women pursuing a

young girls, promote the activities of ACM

sweat into each of the events and works

career in computing. It aims to improve

and hope to inspire the female students of

with utmost integrity and sincerity and

working and learning environments for

UPES who are striving to make a mark in

has set a standard in terms of quality of

women and helps them find like-minded

computing world. The chapter constantly

events and seminars held. The chapter

colleagues, learn new skills and enjoy

tries to encourage more and more women

also conducts CSR or Corporate Social

other related pursuits. It includes activities

to participate in technical activities and

Responsibility activities, where we ensure

which provide a platform to female

have conducted several activities and

our team doesn’t lose touch with its moral

students as well as researchers to widen

events in the past two years and have

and ethical side. The Chapter has won

their knowledge base and stay up-to-date

successfully broken many stereotypes.

several awards out of which a few recent

about the various educational and career

The chapter recently hosted AICWiC

ones include The Runners up Award at the

opportunities available to them. The

(ACM-W India Celebration of Women in

ACM India Annual Conference 2015 for

Inauguration of the UPES ACM Women

Computing) and was later awarded with

the Best Student Chapter Category, and

Chapter took place on 28th April 2015

the runner ups award for the Best Student

only months later, it won the Award for

and it aims to promote an environment

Chapter Category, this January.

Best Chapter in the category Outstanding

which will develop a healthy and focused

Both ACM and ACM-W work together to

Chapter Activities for the awesome events

approach to educate women about the

deliver the best conferences, activities

and activities that the Chapter organized

opportunities in the field of computing,

and events to the students of UPES and

in the last session

engage them in exciting technical

emphasizes on technological awareness

activities, connect students with women

and have taken great steps in sharing

ACM-W is the ACM committee for

leaders in the field, encourage students to

these technological advancement.

Women in technical fields it supports

promote the field of technical careers to
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EXPLORE
E

stablished in the year 2003,

Mainframe Technology, Oil and Gas

University of

Informatics,

Petroleum and

Cloud

Computing

and

Energy Studies emerged as Asia’s

Virtualization Technology, and Open

first energy and Core Sector

Source and Open Standards.

University

industry

Over the years, the technology has grown,

focused

specialized

offering

undergraduate,

and no doubt, so have we. Today we offer

postgraduate and doctoral programs

over 15 specialization programs including

in various fields. UPES is committed to

Cyber Security and Forensics, Business

maintaining high standards in providing the

Analytics and Optimization, Internet of

best quality education and endeavors to be

Things, Mobile Computing, Gaming and

recognized as the ‘Nations Builders University’

Graphics, I.T Infrastructure, Healthcare

with a vision of creating specialized

informatics, etc. Also, it’s a proud moment

professionals in the core industrial sectors

for us to introduce our 2 new programs

that contribute to the economical growth

this year on DevOps , and Big Data in

of the country. Its primary goal is to develop

collaboration with Xebia.

domain specific and talented professionals

The domain specialized courses are

who are ready to join the core industries

designed to impart sector specific

by providing them proper resources they

knowledge, and enable the students

need to enhance their professional skills.

to attain high level of understanding

The Centre for Information Technology (CIT)

and expertise of the IT sector, and the

at the university is an academy-industry

significance of the same in the sector they

alliance between UPES and IBM India aimed

choose to make a career in. They provide

at developing a dynamic platform for next

the students with appropriate skills that

generation students to acquire high end IT

they need to become a competent IT

education at graduation level. Dr. Manish

professional. These programs add to

Prateek, Director of UPES CIT shares the

the inclination of recruiters towards the

journey, and helps us explore UPES CIT in

students who are ready and aligned with

this section.

skills required for the IT industry.
At UPES CIT, the students not just focus on

The UPES CIT was found in the year 2009.

the core subjects of the engineering branch

From the very start the institution has

like algorithms, and operating systems,

been solely dedicated towards serving,

but also get an exclusive opportunity to

and training the students with a refined,

understand and learn domain specific

and cutting edge curriculum. Growing

subjects like Digital Security, Cloud

and developing at a rapid pace, in the year

Performance Tuning, 3D Complexity

2011 we formed an academic-industry

techniques for Graphics Modeling and

alliance with IBM India and marked the

Animation, Business Intelligence, Data

beginning of specialization programs in

Mining and Data Warehousing, etc.

collaboration with IBM at UPES, Dehradun.
The first 4 batches specialization included
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Apart from this, the college encourages

THE UPES
CENTRE FOR INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
DR. MANISH PRATEEK

The UPES CIT was
found in the year 2009.
From the very start
the institution has
been solely dedicated
towards serving, and
training the students
with a refined,
and cutting edge
curriculum.

involvement of students in extracurricular.
The

institute

has

several

student

associations and societies like ACM, CSI,
CodeChef, Google Hub etc which gives
students a chance to explore beyond
academics. We also have one of its kind
concept, on-campus called Hypervision.
The Hypervision solely focuses towards
peer monitoring, and the family concept
under the students are divided into families
from 1 to 10, in order to ease up and
promote interaction among the students
and specially the fellow juniors, and seniors,
to help them learn from each other.
Apart from this, UPES CIT hosts CIT
Conclave, which is a fusion of technical
events

and

talks

on

cutting

edge

technologies, wherein the prominent
dignitaries from industry assemble to share
dialogue with the students and staff of the
centre for information technology. Apart
from this, the institute also contributes
in organizing Ignite, which is the Annual
Techno-Legal-Management

festival

of

UPES that aims at building a platform to
bring students of all domains under a
single umbrella to work together, learn
together and grow together. It is in fact
the first Techno-Legal-Management fest
in India. Our other ventures include the
Next Generation Computing Technology
(NGCT) International Conference, and the
IBM Summer Excitement Week.
The ultimate motive of UPES CIT is to
improve the skill set of the students and
upgrade it to a level which will help them
stand out from the rest and bring out the
best in them.
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INSIDE

WORK IN PR0GRESS
POSTER PRESENTATION

AICWiC16’

LADY ADA
ONLINE PHOTO CONTEST

ACM-W INDIA CELEBRATION OF WOMEN IN COMPUTING

T

he

2-day

AICWiC’16

ACM-WI/ISIGSE

conference

esteemed guest Dr. Margaret Burnett from

industry.

was

an

Oregon State University made the women

The programming competition was

unforgettable

and

faculty summit much more interesting

organized exclusively for women where

outstanding

par t

and interactive. Participants from all over

they got a chance to flaunt their coding

UPES ACM-W

India and different institutions brought

skills. This competition guaranteed the

got a golden opportunity to host this

life to the event. The AICWIC’16 team had

participants an enthralling excursion of

year’s national technical conference to

put in a lot of efforts to make this event

problem solving while sharpening their

celebrate women in computing on 6th

a great success and it definitely brought

coding skills.

and 7th October 2016. The event gave

laurels.

The event was open to all the women

an exclusive opportunity to all aspiring

UPES

great

associated with STEM (Science, Technology,

women through various events like

opportunity for all the budding female

Engineering, and Mathematics) in one

coding competition, panel discussions,

researchers to receive the recognition their

way or the other. They had to submit a

workshops, speaker programs, poster and

work deserves and help them put forward

photograph of themselves that captured

paper presentation, technical talks and

their indigenous ideas. They participants

their passion for their respective domains

women faculty summit. Also, IIT Bombay

got a chance to talk candidly about their

along with their experiences and dreams.

conducted the IAmPower- women in

research and received valuable feedback

The

STEM’ IIT Bombay python workshop. Our

from experts from various domains of the

interactive session between leading

of this session.
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ACM-W

presented

a

event

provided

an

exclusive

women in technology, academic leaders

University. She delivered a powerful

and researchers in the field of computing.

keynote

Distinguished Professor, Margaret Burnett

Gender-Inclusive Software: What the

from School of Electrical Engineering

Software Industry Needs to Know”.

and Computer Science, Oregon State

An informative talk on “Open Stack Cloud

University

delivered

an

on Womeneconomics,

and

insightful

Platform” was delivered by Divya K Konoor.

keynote on “Research Experiences for

She has 13 years of experience in the IT

Undergraduates: Best Practices”. Further, a

industry with more than 9 years in Cloud

panel was conducted on “Handling Career

Technologies and Systems Management

Breaks Gracefully”.

and currently works in IBM for the Power

Our Distinguished Speaker Program
(DSP) featured Dr. Margaret Burnett

A seminar cum
hands-on learning
session Python for
women, delivered
by a trained mentor
from Python Society
of India where the
participants learned
and implemented the
basics as well as the
advanced concepts of
Python. “

Systems virtualization and cloud product
named IBM PowerVC.

from School of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, Oregon State
VOID Magazine • www.upesacm.org • 13

WATSON
NASA’S NEW RECRUIT
NIKITA DUHAN

W

After defeating former Jeopardy winners
in 2011, Watson, IBM’s questionanswering whiz, is now all set to dig
into aerospace research data and help
NASA answer questions on the science of
spaceflight, plus make crucial decisions
during air travel.

atson, with a processing speed of 80 teraflops

used to analyse connections within medical and scientific fields,

(trillion floating-point operations per second), is

conduct potential diagnoses, create recipes and analyse people’s

an IBM supercomputer that combines artificial

personalities via social media posts. Baker Hostetler, an Ohio-

intelligence and sophisticated analytical software

based law firm, founded a century ago, signed a contract for a

for optimal performance as a “question answering” machine.

legal expert system based on Watson in May 2016. ROSS operates

The machine works on 6 million logic rules and operates on

in a similar manner as Watson. The system can translate legalese

90 servers with a total

to respond to lawyers’

data store of over

question. New legal

200 million pages of

modules are currently

information. Watson

being added to ROSS.

consists

Similar expert systems

UIMA

of

Apache

(Unstructured

are

transforming

I n f o r m a t i o n

medical research and

M a n a g e m e n t

now one is being built

Architecture)

for aerospace research

frameworks, Apache’s

to work with NASA.

Hadoop,

SUSE

Watson will now help

Enterprise Linux Server

researchers at NASA’s

11, 2880 processor

Langley

cores, 15 TB of RAM,

Centre to sort out the

500

huge amount of data

GB

of

pre-

processed information

Research

that is generated by

and IBM’s DeepQA software (that incorporates natural language

aerospace research. The huge piles of data consist of unstructured

processing and machine learning in Watson). It primarily runs on

text that usually a human can make sense of, but the challenge

what IBM calls cognitive computing. The process includes reading

is that there’s too much of it for any human being to read.

huge volumes of unstructured data fed to it, effectively drawing

Chris Codella, IBM’s distinguished engineer, who is working on

connections within it and returning highly relevant answers

Watson said: “The idea here is to have a Watson system that can

within the fields that data encompasses. Therefore, it can support

be a research development advisor to people who work in the

a search engine or an expert system with capabilities far superior

aerospace field”.

to any previously existing systems. Hence, the system has been
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Pellentesque a risus
ante, vitae aliquam
ipsum. Pellentesque
consectetur, tellus sit
amet iaculis vestibulum, mauris sem hendrerit nis.”

WATSON
Watson can easily respond to questions asked in natural language-

research centre, their use was centralised to the many complex,

like a human asking another human. At Langley, the system aims

ever-changing calculations to build rockets and predict their

at returning the most relevant passages from the database for a

paths. Now, when the electronic computers have covered that

question asked by the user. While researchers couldn’t hope to

area well, Watson allows them to wrangle research libraries too.

internalize all the aerospace research, Watson doesn’t have that

Watson’s team is also working with NASA to come up with a

limitation. The emphasis was on a system that could read it all and

system that can help pilots make crucial decisions during flight.

make sense out of it, very similar to a human brain. And clearly,

There have been plenty of incidents when the pilots didn’t have

Watson has succeeded in processing unlimited documents in

enough time to gather all the information and make an informed

the shortest span of time. When IBM’s tech first entered NASA’s

decision which has turned out to be fatal in most of the cases.
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“The very first demonstration system we built was meant to surface
relevant information to a pilot of flight,” said Codella. “NASaA tried
to recreate an incident that happened in one of the airlines a few
years ago and see if Watson could, when given the background
information, surface information that would have made a difference, had the pilot known it at the time.”
The real flight based scenario landed successfully, Codella added,
even though the pilot took some actions that could have made
the situation worse. At the simulated test, Watson was able to
provide information about the craft, equipment malfunction and
weather condition that helped the pilot form a clearer picture of
the situation.
“It’s going after the titbit of information that might be so highly
relevant, that they might not have been aware of in their own
experience, that might make the difference in their decision process,” Codella said. The next stage of the project is set to begin in
the year 2017.
The machine won’t be set at the Langley Centre, as it operates
on servers which can communicate with its users remotely, via
the cloud. However, there are still situations where that could be
inconvenient. For example, in space or another planet, the time lag
and limited bandwidth could slow that stream of communication
to a trickle. Codella also described another scenario they’ve discussed with NASA, where a Watson system would be able to offer
suggestions for treatment after diagnosing astronaut’s illnesses in
flight. The system could even operate the ship itself if required in
the worst case, he added. IBM is also discussing the possibility of
Watson directing a rover on MARS with NASA currently.
Who knows, with the continued miniaturization of computer components under Moore’s Law, the computational power required for
the functioning of Watson could someday be miniaturized enough
for it to find a home in space, Codella said. Think of the recent
impact of sci-fi films on upcoming technologies. If you’ve watched
Oblivion, a movie starring Tom Cruise, you’ll easily get the idea of
Watson in Space. Although let us hope it doesn’t drive us to our
annihilation, as was the case in the movie.
Even as the history of computers and humans performing crucial
calculations at Langley is being shown on the big screen in “Hidden
Figures”, IBM is helping NASA to write a script for the future role
of technology at the agency- where Watson helps them read and
understand the huge libraries of data collected over the years of
aerospace research, reconciling contradictory information and
weighing all the options before it finalizes the most appropriate
solution for any given problem.
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DIAMONDS AND NEXT GEN

QUANTUM COMPUTING

KAUSTABH SINHA

W

hile Quantum Computing has already
been a rolling phenomenon in the modern
times, this phenomenon is set for yet
another possible discovery. Physicists from
the Lomonosov Moscow State University in Russia have
finally found a way to mass-produce tiny diamond crystals
shaped like needles and threads, which may help power
next generation of quantum computing. These scientists
have described structural peculiarities of micrometre-sized
diamond crystals in the needle and thread-like shapes, and
their interrelation with luminescence features along with
their field electron emission efficiency.
This is a motivation for researchers busy with the elaboration
of new diamond synthesis techniques since technological
applications of diamonds significantly outweigh their
popularity as jewellery, and are increasingly widespread in
the industries.
One of the issues that have been addressed by scientists
is the production of the needle and thread-like diamond
crystals because such shaping of original natural and
synthetic diamonds is possible due to polishing in the
same way as in jewellery production. Other techniques
being lithography and ion beam technologies, which
helps to separate fragments of desired shapes from largesized crystals. However, such cutting techniques are quite
expensive and are not always practical, reliable or feasible.
The researchers of the current study propose a technology
that makes possible the mass production of small diamond
crystals (or crystallites) of the needle and thread-like shapes.
Their first results were published seven years ago.
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“The
proposed
technique
involves determining formation of
polycrystalline films from crystallites
of elongated shape,” stated by
Alexander Obraztsov, a professor
at the Lomonosov Moscow State
University. One practical instance was
given by Obraztsov - For instance, ice
on a surface of a lake often consists
of such crystallites, which can be
observed while melting.”
Researchers have shown that lowquality diamond films consisting
of unconnected and separate
crystallites could be used for the
production of diamonds in the form
of thread-like shapes. In order to
achieve this, it is necessary to heat
these films in an oxygen-containing
environment. When heated, a part
of the film material begins oxidising
and gasifies. Due to the fact that
diamond crystallite oxidation requires
maximum temperature, it’s possible
to adjust the temperature so that all
the material except these diamond
crystallites is gasified.
This
comparatively
simple
technology combines production of
polycrystalline diamond films with
specific structural characteristics via
heating in oxygen. It enables mass

production of diamond crystallites of
various shapes.
The crystallites could be used, for
instance, as high-hardness elements
– cutters for highprecision processing,
or indenters or probes for scanning
microscopes.
Though there have been major
developments in the field of
computing that too at quantum level
but this discovery could possibly
revolutionize the practical approach
in this field.

Quantum Computing
is the future.

A Quantum
Computer is 100
Million times faster
than your normal PC”
-Google

Eaque ipsa quae abillo
iser nvens.
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CHATZ
Adrian Scoica
By Alok Pandey
14 January’17

=

Adrian Scoică is a Romanian lifelong Computer
Engineer and Scientist currently working on
Machine Learning topics in security in the Google
Zurich office (Switzerland). Prior to joining Google,
he completed a Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering
at the Polytechnic University of Bucharest, and
an MPhil in Advanced Computer Science at the
University of Cambridge (UK).Among other interests,
he is currently dividing his time between climbing
mountains, working towards a PhD Thesis in NLP
at the University of Cambridge, and managing the
Departments section of ACM XRDS Magazine.
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1

From that moment on, I never looked
back, and I put all my energy into maths
and computer science. I did my bachelors

Alok Pandey – Adrian, it’s really a

in Computer Engineering, and after that I

pleasure to have you with us for this

wanted to study more fundamental things,

section. I would like to begin by asking

so I pursued my Masters in Computer

your interest in Computer Science. What

Science at Cambridge University. And I

was it about Computer Science that drew

really liked it there, so I decided to stay

your attention to it?

on for a PhD as well.

Adrian Scoica – For as long as I can
remember, I’ve been interested in hard
sciences, because in hard science there
is a notion of objective truth which lies
at the core of who I am as a person.

2

Objective truth is that kind of truth

AP – How was your experience at

which is independent of one’s opinion

Cambridge?

or personal agenda, and of our nature as

AS – Cambridge is a very interesting

humans. For example, even if there are

place. I think the best way to define it

no humans left on Earth, one plus one

is that it’s intensely transformational.

would still be two, and a square would

Everyone who goes into Cambridge

still have four equal sides. So you can

comes out of it as a changed person

imagine why this was appealing to me

in ways they would have not expected

as a child.

going in, because you’re constantly

I was initially very drawn to mathematics.

surrounded by very smart people who

Having been born in Northern Romania,

challenge you, and force you to mature

where winters are extremely harsh, I

intellectually, as well as emotionally, very

spent most of my time after school

fast -- the environment is in many ways

playing games or solving Math problems

like a mini version of the world.

in my room. With time, I discovered

Cambridge helped me to forge a sense

computer programming, which I fell in

of intellectual detachment from my

love with at first sight because it also

background, social conditioning, and

relied on this notion of objective truth

surroundings and world around me in

- a computer program either works or

general, which allows me to question

doesn’t work. You can’t bribe or bully

everyone and try to make sense of what

software to work.

they’re saying.
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“Cambridge helped
me to forge a sense
of intellectual
detachment from
my background,
social conditioning,
and surroundings
and world around
me in general,
which allows me to
question everyone
and try to make
sense of what
they’re saying.”

3
AP – How about Google? How has your
been experience been there?
AS - Before joining the company full time
in 2016, I was at Google on four different
internships throughout the duration of
my studies, each of them in a different
engineering area of the company. During
this period I ended up collecting a set
of amazing and inspiring mentors that I
could learn from. To sum it up in a word, I’d
say Google is amazing. You’re surrounded
by people who are extremely smart and
talented; it’s similar to Cambridge, but
unlike Cambridge, everything is applied.
We build real things, and the problems
that we are trying to solve are extremely
hard and not only you have to solve them,

Linguistics?

intelligent.

AS – Computational linguistics actually

Just like with NLP, I think Artificial

comes from the field of linguistics, not

Intelligence and Machine Learning are

engineering, and is not directly related.

umbrella terms for a lot of technical

I wouldn’t even consider Computational

problems, such

Linguistics a hard science. Personally, I

understand speech in computer terms,

think linguistics might be approaching

being able to process information in

problems from the wrong angle, but

a way that a human can relate to, or

nonetheless it is a field of research.

being able to auto-calibrate a program

Computational linguistics is just the

for better performance without human

mechanisation of that field, which is a

intervention.

very holistic one. Examples of problems

People link Artificial Intelligence and

from

are

Machine Learning more to various

trying to reverse engineer structure

fantasized end products, but the fields

from linguistic examples or deciding

are not about end products, they are

which of two sentences sounds more

about the science.

computational

linguistics

generating transcripts from voice--the

concept of Natural Language Processing?
AS – Natural Language Processing is
not really a concept, it’s more of an
entire field. You can basically think of
it as an umbrella term for all those
problems that people want to automate
that involve interaction between humans
and computer via speaking or writing.
That is interaction via language. For
example, this can mean automated
machine translation, where input and
output are both natural language, or
things like question answering, where
the input is language, but the output
is information from a database with a
knowledge representation engine.

5
AP – But then what is the difference
between

NLP

and

Computational

to

7

latter doesn’t need to involve linguistics,
you just write language down.

6

AP – What can you tell us about the

able

of natural language processing involve

can’t get away with doing a bad job. That’s

4

being

grammatically correct, whereas examples

but you have to solve them fast, and you
why I love it.

as

AP – Speaking of Artificial Intelligence,
to what extent do you believe the recent
inventions, and advancements in the field
of AI would alter our current lifestyle and
in what ways?

AP – NLP is even at times confused

AS – I wouldn’t call AI an invention

with Artificial Intelligence and Machine

because

Learning. How are they different from

something self-contained. For example,

each other?

when Thomas Edison invented the

AS – I don’t like using the names of

lightbulb, humanity went from not having

“Artificial Intelligence” and “Machine

light bulbs to having them. So there was

Learning” because I think they’re just a part

a very clear distinction; he invented

of a branding and/or marketing strategy

something really tangible that we could

to get people excited about them. These

all look at.

an

invention

presupposes

fields are just simple applications of
numerical methods, convex optimization,

But

Artificial

Intelligence

is

not

and other mathematical disciplines

something that is invented like the

which would otherwise sound boring to

lightbulb, because we didn’t go from

a non-technical person.

zero to one, we just went from, say, 0.34

They also serve to propagate this myth

to 0.44. The actual products we’ve had in

that when you tell people you’re doing

the name of artificial intelligence have

Artificial Intelligence, they think you are

been there for a long time, they’ve just

creating a robot that asks you how your

been getting ever slightly better and

day was, how you are feeling, or whether

better.

you want an omelette to be made.
That is definitely not what AI is at the

That being said, better AI means better

moment, but we can make products to

tools to do the things we want, even

superficially look like that. For example

faster. So to get back to your question

various voice command assistants on

more concretely, the way I see lifestyle

phones and tablets try to mimic this

changes is that life would get better, and

fantasy that people have of AI, but the

things will definitely become easier.

assistants of today are not actually
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8
AP – In the year 2014, renowned
physicist Stephen Hawking told the BBC
that “The development of full Artificial
Intelligence could spell the end of
human race”, followed by Elon Musk,
Tesla CEO, who termed AI is our biggest
existential threat. Do you think there is
any possibility in the near future that
the robots and the intelligent machines
would end up replacing humans in their
offices?
AS – Well, No. So much is wrong with
these statements that I don’t even know
where to begin. To give you an example,
150 years ago there were these people
in Europe called chimney sweeps, whose
job was to come in and clean out the
smoke chimneys. That’s all they did their
entire life. They never went to school,
never specialized in something else, all
the money they earned they spent on just

from science. Our living conditions have

entrepreneurs all have different cognitive

only been getting better and better,

styles. Professors are very interested in

and we must work to continue that

understanding the structure of the truth,

sustainably.

while the engineers are interested in the

So yes, definitely some jobs will go away,

capability of employing scientific truth in

but I don’t think these will be the jobs

order to effect change.

people are going to be sorry for.

9

while keeping in mind the constraints of
physical reality.

my eyes to sub fields of computer

Finally, the entrepreneur solves the

science that I wasn’t familiar with, and

organizational problem: he will ask

specifically the cross-disciplinary ones.

questions like what resources do you

XRDS made me speak to people outside

need, where do you get the metal, and

my information bubble, and learn from

how can we fit the whole thing on a fixed

them quite a lot. Also, I am grateful for

budget?

the experience of being a writer, which I

So in my work, I get to observe and interact

think everyone should try.

with these different personalities, which

It’s much, much harder than it looks,

is very rewarding. It humbles me that me

because when you’re writing an article

work fits in the bigger picture.

you cannot just think about yourself,
who read it will understand you, and
that you don’t allow your message to

or worse place? I would say it’s definitely
better. I am happy that people do not
have to waste their entire life - the only

11

be misinterpreted. XRDS has helped me
grow up in the professional sense of

AP – How about the Student Chapters, is

being a good communicator.

there any particular chapter that caught
your attention in these years?

disappeared forever.
So the question is, is the world is a better

an engineer has to actually build the

AS - I joined XRDS in 2012. XRDS opened

that you have to write in such a way

sweeping jobs no longer exist. They have

this is physically possible or not. But

ACM XRDS Magazine?

In the meantime, we invented centralized

our house warm, and those chimney

is concerned with finding out whether

spacecraft from scratch and launch it,

you have to think about how people

down half a forest during winter to keep

a spacecraft to go to Mars. A professor

AP – How has your journey been so far at

surviving.

heating. So now we don’t need burn

Take for example the problem of building

10

AS – The chapters really don’t have a life
of their own, I feel, it all comes down to
the members.
Depending on their student members,

AP – Would you mind sharing any

different chapters have different flavours.

experience you had so far with any

I’m not very familiar with lot of Indian

individual while working at Crossroads

Chapters, but the one chapter I’ve been

can get an education, and a healthy diet.

that was really new to you?

quite impressed with is the UPES Chapter,

AS – Everyone is an individual, so I’d

and that is mainly because its members

I think the biggest mistake that people

say every experience is new. People who

have this positive energy for making

come from similar fields have a similar

thing happen.

one they’ll ever have - being stuck as
chimney sweeps, living hand-to-mouth
so to speak in abject poverty. Now they

do when fearing progress is that they
imagine that society will not change with
the progress - that the former chimney
sweeps would be condemned to die
along with their jobs.But this has never
been the case. Society always evolves in
pace with technology. I seriously don’t
believe that fear should make us abstain
22 • VOID Magazine • www.upesacm.org

ways of doing things, but every single
person is different. I don’t want to single

Whenever I talk to the people of that

out individuals, because that would be

chapter about ideas or plans that we

unfair.

might have, they always look out for
ways to make things happen, instead

What I’ve observed so far is that the

of looking for reasons to state that it is

professors, the engineers, and the

not feasible. It’s very rewarding for me

to work with this kind of mindset, not

you like, you have to prove yourself first,

everyone is like that.

and that means making sacrifices. That’s
just life...

I was also very impressed with a chapter
from Valencia, Spain, which focused

But my advice to people who crave

on doing hackathons, and in particular

more balance in their life is that this

they produced this really interesting

competition for grades only happens for a

experiment on building neural networks

very limited amount of time. When people

that can play Super Mario.

finish school and grow older, they realize
that their real competition is only with

But in the end, all the chapters are unique,

themselves, against the ticking clock that

and I wouldn’t want to single any of them

is our short lifespan. Gradually, a lot of

out.

pressure comes off and people actually

12

start to go for what they actually want in
life. Remember, success is not proved with
grades, but decades of good outcomes. ~

AP – Lastly, many Indian students have a
tendency to skip extracurricular and stick
to the academics. How important do you
think grades are?
AS – This totally depends on the local
culture. On one hand, grades do not always
reflect how intelligent and innovative you
are, sometimes they only reflect how
well you can repeat what you’ve been
told. This is not enough, we have to
be creative and independent to have
progress. Galileo would have received bad
grades in school for saying that the Earth
revolves around the Sun, even though he
was right. But on the other hand, if you
are lazy, you don’t put in any work, and
you end up with bad grades because of it,
then that can be evidence that you’re not
intelligent, because you’re not capable of
understanding other people and learning
from their experience.
Of course, there should be a balance
between extracurriculars and graded
lectures. The possibility of this balance
depends on people’s availability in terms
of free time. It’s hard to find a balance
when you’re living in a system that won’t
allow you to have it. I know how it works
because even I have been to some of
these places that put a lot of emphasis on
grades, and you don’t want to get stuck
in those places, so to graduate and move
on with your career you have play along
by their rules. You can’t always do what
VOID Magazine • www.upesacm.org • 23

HACK THE CRACKER
VASUDHA JHA

Whenever we think
of computer security,
or information security, the first term that
comes to our mind is a
hacker. But half knowledge is always dangerous.

H

ackers break into systems, but not for criminal purposes. The more perfect
term for them is Ethical Hacker. A White Hat fits as a perfect example of
a hacker. White Hats are ethical hackers, who specialize in penetration
testing, and network security issues. They have defined ethics which

are respected within their community. They continuously study and research to keep
themselves updated regarding all new security breaches, and try to find solutions. They
are more like the internet police, who try to think like the criminals, but to catch them,
or to save others from their attacks. Crackers on contrary, are people who breach into
systems for criminal gain. Black Hats are those people who have extensive knowledge
of computer security, and who break into information systems or bypass the security for
personal or monetary gain. They also reverse engineer various softwares and modify them
to serve their purposes. A cracker can harm the system integrity, or cause problems for
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Hackers build
things, crackers
break them.”
users trying to work on a remote server.
Research to date indicates that criminal
Hackers and crackers have one thing in

computer behaviour is on the rise and

common- their method for breaking into

will continue to be so for the next few

a system. The three introductory strides

years. India is among the top five source

getting good-natured employees to give

that they follow with a specific end goal

countries for distribution denial of service

out passwords or sensitive information.

to access any system are Information

attack as per the AKAMAI state of internet

Brute force is a trial and error method

gathering, scanning of target and Gaining

report, 2016. Also, during the third quarter

used by application programs to decode

operating system or network level access.

of of 2016, 3% of web application attack

encrypted data such as passwords or

The fourth step is where the main

traffic was directed towards websites in

Data Encryption Standard keys, through

difference lies. After following this process

India. This gives rise to the need of the

exhaustive effort. Technical intrusions

a hacker reports the vulnerability, and

perfect cheat sheet to a cracker’s mind.

exploit deficiencies in system design,

fixes the issues and problems, while a

configuration, or management. Most

cracker maintains access to the system

Hacking consists of three fundamental

attacks are based around one of five basic

using backdoors and RATs, and after that

approaches: social engineering, brute

problem areas: Inherent Security Defects,

tries to cover the tracks which can follow

force and technical intrusions. Social

Misuse of legitimate tools, Improper

back to him so that he can prevent from

engineering is the process of posing as a

maintenance, Ineffective security and

getting caught.

network administrator over the phone and

Inadequate Intrusion Detection.
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If you control
the code, you
can control the
world.”
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Among the most common distribution

patches) and specific applications installed

of viruses, and Trojan horses, DDoS,

(including versions and upgrades). A

social

identity

computer is an open book after a port

four elementary

scan because not only does the hacker

engineering

theft, there are

and

steps in almost every hacker incident:

know
if your operating system is vulnerable, but

Chasing

information:

involves

the

systematic profiling of an organisation’s

they know which applications you use
that are vulnerable.

Internet presence and network security.
The hacker is essentially probing or

Enumeration: Enumeration is the process

mapping out the target for attack. They

of identifying valid user accounts or

probe for Internet, Intranet, Extranet and

poorlyprotected resource shares. This kind

Remote access.

of hacking activity should always show up
in the logs as it involves active connections

Scanning security holes: Scanning for

and directed queries. More sophisticated

open ports is the process of more actively

hackers will cover their tracks, however, by

probing or sweeping the organisation’s

modifying the log-files and any record of

resources. Stage one typically involves the

their visit. When a hacker discovers a valid

sequential use of separate tools, stage two

user account, it is only a matter of time

typically involves the use of packages that

before they know the password (by

provide several tools in one, such as port

using a brute force technique or other

scanning, and operating system detection.

method). When a hacker discovers

Port scanning is the most popular hacker

network workgroups or user groups, this

activity because of the challenge involved

is what is meant by resource shares.

in getting past a firewall. It is defined as
the process of establishing a connection

Covering the tracks: Of course, it is

between two computers to find out what

necessary for every intruder to clear the

services are in ‘listening’

logs after hacking into a system. This issue

mode. This is a handshaking mode

is often neglected by so-called Newbies,

(different to open mode) that tells you

who don’t know if and how their tracks

what upper dynamic or private ports

can be traced.

have been reserved by the interface
between whatever operating system and

This is the ultimate methodology that

applications are being used. There are as

crackers implement to invade people’s

many different objectives of port scans as

privacy. The cheat sheet to a cracker’s

there are

mind is not arcane but hidden in this

hackers, but the general objective is to

methodology. So, a person who catches

map out each user’s operating system

the drift of this very process can very well

(including

hack the cracker in his own game.

versions,

upgrades,

and

THE CHEAT SHEET
TO A CRACKER’S MIND
IS HIDDEN IN
THIS METHODOLOGY.

Hacking consists of
three fundametal
approaches: social
enfineering, brute force
and technical intrusion.
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THE 4 V’S OF
BIG DATA

FOUR DIMENSIONS
OF BIG DATA: VOLUME
VELOCITY, VARIETY AND
VERACITY.

SUGANDH AGARWAL

T

he

tremendous

pillars of big data provide the explanation

beings,

growth of Information

and the justification to create its

source the production of data from

Technology

revolution.

different directions. Here, the smartphone

and

Computer Science has its

plays the key role, as over 6 billion+

biggest contributor from

The data scientists at IBM broke big data

smartphones are in existence which

big data and its analysis. The large amounts

into 4 dimensions, which clearly define

communicate and exchange information

of data have profited organizations.

its working and understanding. They are

constantly, be it messages, images or

International Data Corporation, a research

Volume, Velocity, Variety and Veracity.

audio files. If we look into per day statistics,

firm based in the USA, estimated

about 2.5

worldwide revenues at nearly $122 billion

The first dimension is Volume. Big data

quintillion bytes of data is generated every

in 2015 and have a forecast that they will

is all about the huge volume of data

day, providing abound opportunities for

hit $187 billion in 2019, an increase of

that is produced round the clock, with

growth.

more than 50 percent over IDC’s five-year

an exponential graph of its collection.

forecast period through big data analysis.

Hence, the idea of minimum storage units

Second dimension is the Velocity of

Although many companies still have to

goes out of sight instantly. The world

data, which basically means how fats the

realize its advantages, the four supporting

population, which is currently at 7 billion+

data is being collected, and how fast is it
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being analyzed and utilized. This dimension

data knows no boundaries, and can update

data in hand is dicey for big businessmen,

is of great importance, as further process

itself from anytime, anywhere. The variety

and about 33% of tycoons do not trust

depends on how fast the entire analytical

of data can be classified in two categories:

the information they use. The attempt

method is taking place. Considering the

Structured data and unstructured data.

to redesign this data for better results

social media giant Facebook, where large

We can think of them as a division of the

is possible, but a hint of confusion over

data enters and exits every nanosecond.

sources from where we obtain the variety. To

dependency of stored data is always present.

Here, velocity is of essence for real-time data

add, unstructured data is the fundamental

analysis. The New York Stock Exchange, the

concept of big data analytics- no rules! One

The 4 main V’s would be the premier pillars

world’s

of the goals of big data is to take this data

of big data anywhere it is used. But, the

largest stock exchange, generates 1

and make sense of it.

subsidiary pillars are also present to hold

terabytes

of

trade

information,

and

them together, which include Validity,

being a stock exchange, it needs to be

The fourth dimension deals with the security

Volatility and Value. The analyzed data

analyzed for predictions in a jiffy for further

concerns and trustfulness of data coming in,

needs to be valid and updated, it should be

computations. Velocity, indeed, is a major

being processed, the tools to process them

known how long it can hold for the present

aspect of big data.

and the final yield of the analytics done,

scenario, and is it profitable for us or not.

called Veracity. As the name suggests, it is

The proper implementation and potential

The third, and the most expansive dimension

about how accurate the output is. If it is

kept locked in big data is unlocked, when

defined, is the Variety. We all know that

not reliable, the entire process is waste and

these dimensions keep in sync. These 7 V’s

the pool of all big data cannot be from a

the organizations using that data will be

completely

single source. Different domains contribute

affected adversely. One of the biggest

describe in detail how big data works and

as a whole to big data, making it big for

problems with big data is the tendency

what future it holds with it.

real. Most of the data sources come from

for errors to arise rapidly. User entry errors,

commonly used media over the net, like

redundancy and corruption all affect the

streaming of videos and music, contributing

value of data. The organizations need to

data equivalent to 4+ billion hours of HD

clean their existing data and put processes

video every day; social media, contributing

in place to reduce the accumulation of dirty

30.4 billion content pieces daily; and from

data going forward. Veracity is expensive,

sources like healthcare, governmental data

as people have to spend money to protect

pool and educational authorship, giving 150

their data quality, which goes up to 1.3

exabytes of contribution. The variety of big

trillion dollars per annum. Being sure of the
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MAGNIFY
The Woman in Computing

With Rashmi Mohan
By Alok Pandey and Anushka Gupta
DOI - 22nd January, 2017

Rashmi Mohan is a technologist, engineer and an entrepreneur. Until
recently, she was a Senior Engineering Manager at Yahoo! Labs in
Bangalore. She has spent 15+ years in various technical and management
roles in the industry. She has a background in front-end engineering
= led a group of scientists and engineers within Yahoo! Labs. Her work
and
involved working with researchers and applied scientists in building
prototypes and proof of concepts of the most cutting-edge ideas being
developed in the Labs. She lives the journey of taking these ideas from
research to product every day. She previously worked in the User Data
and Analytics group at Yahoo! on reporting applications.
Rashmi is particularly interested in the cause of promoting and
encouraging women in technology to aspire to and reach greater
heights in their careers. She is an ACM India Council member and is
actively involved in the CS community. Rashmi has been associated with
the Grace Hopper Conference in Bangalore for five years as a mentor,
advisory committee member and founding member of the All Women
Hackathon. She has led the conference as a Program Chair in the past.
We spoke at length with Rashmi about her journey in tech world, her
opinions on current position of women in computing, and the Grace
Hopper Celebrations of Women in Computing.
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1

all of them together at this specific
subject. So, it really appealed to me like
a platform with tremendous learning
opportunities. Another thing that is really

Alok Pandey – It’s really a pleasure to

amazing about this association is that, it

have you with us for this section Ma’am.

encourages computing research among

I’d like to begin by asking you about your

the students because many of them

journey at ACM. How has your experience

pursue bachelors in this field but the

been so far with the association?

numbers drop when it comes to Masters

Rashmi Mohan – I’ve been with ACM

and PhD. ACM India lays special emphasis

as a member for many years now, but I

on churning out students from the

got involved in the council in June 2014.

system and encouraging them to pursue

I was actually invited as a speaker at

research. But, my absolute favourite part

one of the ACM-W events under their

is working with the students. With ACM

industrial labs program. During the

I get to visit various universities, meet

conference, the current ACM-W India

the students, and help them understand

chairperson was talking to me, and she

the industrial perspective which is very

said that she wanted me to be involved

rewarding. I also get to learn and observe

more, and so she offered to propose my

what’s going on in the campus, and find

name for the elections. I was initially

out whether the things I did during

taken aback because they usually take

my span as a student are still relevant

someone from academia or hardcore

because life has changed tremendously

research, and although I was working

in years due to our access to information.

at Yahoo! Labs, I was an engineer by

So, yeah these are a few things that I love

profession. But then I thought it would be

about ACM.

a good opportunity for me to bring in a
different perspective, so I signed up, and
was elected. It has been a tremendous
journey ever since. One of the many
things I like the most about ACM is that,

“I

can make
good chapathis
and have a
rocking career
too!”

2
What are your thoughts about

they are trying to be the voice of the

AP –

computer science community in India.

ACM-W?

We have many people, who are working,

RM – I am very passionate about women

researching and studying this field, and

in computing. In fact when I filed my

ACM is a community that tries to bind

nomination for ACM India Council, I wrote
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two things; first, I love working with

there for 14 years, which is a very long

although an exclusive event for women

students, and second I’m very passionate

time.

in computing, but it has multiple parallel

about women in computing. We even had
a Women in Technology group at Yahoo!
led by me while I was working there. It
was basically a grass root organization
to rally the women in tech roles in the
company in order to do things to help
each other. So, from that perspective,
ACM-W is a natural extension of my role
at ACM.

3
AP – How was your experience of working
at Yahoo!?
RM - I joined Yahoo! pretty much a year
after my college. The company was a very
reputed one being the one of the firsts or
call it a pioneer, in the internet era. From
that perspective it was a huge chip on
my shoulder in terms of a brand name.
However, there were two things that I
found really exciting about working at
Yahoo. The first one was the fact that all
my work was user facing which gave me
a huge kick for my work because I felt
like, if I built something or wrote code, I
could show it to people and tell them it
was built by me, which was even a source
of immediate feedback for me. The other
thing was scale. The numbers of users
were increasing rapidly, so whatever we
were to build was to be as per the
scale, it wasn’t like we were making it
for some 20-30 users. In some ways the
excitement of doing that was really big.
As a company, I’d say Yahoo! had a very
unique culture and it was recognizable
across the industry. There was always an
element of fun. Also, there was always
something so exciting going on in the
office that we could spend the entire day
there. Most of all, it was very flat, it wasn’t
like I had to follow a huge hierarchy,
followed by a lot of bureaucracy. It was
very clear as to who is doing what, and
that made the environment an even
more amazing place. I feel like I’ve grown
a lot, both professionally and personally
while working at Yahoo!, after all I was
32 • VOID Magazine • www.upesacm.org

4
AP – Was there any point during your work
where you felt that you’re surrounded by
a lot of competition, and you always need
to be at the top of your game?
RM –

I never felt that sort of fear

that I was under-qualified. Of course,
there were people who came from highly
pedigreed colleges, but it was very clear
to me what my role was in the company.
It is probably a company thing, and that is
actually what I meant by Culture. I never
felt like, if I wasn’t at the top of my game
somebody will take away my job. Also, if
you find somebody really smart, at best
you could find it exciting because you
can learn something from them. It is also
a personality thing. I’m a person who
would never mind going to a person and
telling them that I don’t know what they
are talking about; doesn’t matter if I end
up looking dumb in the process, because
for me an opportunity to learn is far more
important than projecting a false image
of knowledge. So, I’d say this was never
the case with me.

5
AP –

I really love that spirit Ma’am.

Moving on, we’ve known you as a mentor
at the Grace Hopper Foundation. Can you

tracks running all together on several
domains, like Product Management, Soft
Skill development etc. So, I ended up
attending one of these sessions and there
was a senior lady sitting on stage from
Intel. After the conference, I met her and
she said that though she makes tough
business decisions regarding submitting
server requests or project deliverables
by daytime, when she goes home, she
still makes perfect round chapattis for
her family. It was a comment that really
changed my perspective. I thought that
we all juggle various priorities during our
lives and if she has been able to rise to
that level given the regular challenges
AND making perfect chapathis, then dang
it - I can make good chapathis and have
a rocking career too! And perhaps it’s not
unreasonable for me to aspire to that.
It was a really inspiring moment in my
life. So, in my opinion this is what Grace
Hopper Foundation all about –Inspiring
and Connecting women. You never know
who or what might end up inspiring
you. Over the years, the foundation has
seen tremendous growth, from having
about 600 attendees in the first year
to having about 3000 of them in the
year 2016, and that too because we
couldn’t accommodate anymore. Also,
we’ve not just grown in numbers; there
has been rapid upswing in the quality of
submissions over the years as well. This
is very rewarding because you know that
the real talent is out there and it is being
recognized for its efforts, and quality.

tell all our readers, what is it all about?
RM –

The Grace Hopper Celebration

of Women in Computing is one of the
first all women technical conference that
has come to India. It came to India
about 7 years ago in the year 2009.
My first entry to the celebration was
simply as an attendee on behalf of
Yahoo!, which was a sponsor that year.
I’d say it was a defining moment in
my life because up until then I was a
technical person, and I was planning on
switching to management but I wasn’t
sure. The Grace Hopper Conference is

6
AP – What are your views on the current
image of Women in Computing?
RM –

I feel there are plenty of

opportunities out there today. The
awareness is equally high, and the need
for diversity has been well understood.
From that perspective I feel it is the right
time for women to really shine. But if we

look at the numbers, they are still quite

where many multinationals specifically

low, especially at the senior levels, both

target people who have been on break.

in India and abroad. I think it’s time now

However, you have to meet them halfway,

for women to speak up on how we can

make it easier for them to hire you, and

change the processes to keep the women

that is not possible unless you have a

in technical roles. Hopefully we have a

plan. One of the best things to do is to

captive and engaged audience that will

read, as it helps you understand where

listen to these suggestions and act on

the technology is headed. Networking is

them.

another thing that matters because when
you come back, you know whom can you

Today, there are so many different ways

send your resume to, who can vouch for

by which we can allow women to keep

you, and who can tell the others that you

their foot inside the door until they

are accountable and even though your

pass through the challenging and time

skills may not be up to date as per what

consuming periods of their lives. Women

they need, you can learn and deliver.

need to realize that it’s okay to want their
career, and get over the guilt they face
while choosing between work and family.

7

8
AP –

You have been to The United

States for your graduation. Is any major
difference that you observed between

AP – During the ACM-W India Celebration

the education/teaching system of India

of Women in Computing 2016 National

and that of the states?

Conference, the topic of Handling Career

RM –

Breaks gracefully was raised during the

something which I got in U.S, which

panel discussion. What are your opinions

I did not get in my initial years of

on this topic?

engineering here. I actually did my first

RM – My opinion on this topic is very

couple of years of in India, and then I

simple. I feel if you are taking a career

finished off my bachelors in the United

break, do it for right reasons, and enjoy

States. The amount of questioning that is

it. Never feel guilty about it. If you

encouraged is really liberating. It forces

want to spend some time with your kid;

you to think about what you are learning.

fair enough. Just remember that you

The applying of knowledge in real life

are doing it because you WANT to and

problems along with working on details

don’t constantly beat yourself up about it

is another thing that is tremendous in the

during that time. But at the same time I

States. I feel today there are institutes in

feel, one must have a plan because today

India that are migrating towards that

there is no excuse to be unaware. You can

methodology, adopting new technology.

stay abreast of the technology even if you

And that’s a very positive thing for the

are on a break. Today, there are immense

younger generation.

I’d say the love of learning is

volunteering opportunities where you
can go and volunteer technically for just

Lastly, there is also a concept of general

an hour or two regularly, in order to avoid

education, wherein you must learn how

going totally off the grid. And don’t worry

to write and how to present. It is a sort of

about the money; it will follow once you

like an integrated learning environment

get back to work. Just do it in order to

that prepares you for the real world,

keep yourself relevant in the industry.

which is extremely valuable and at some

Career breaks never have to be limiting.

point missing in the Indian Education
System.

At the Grace Hopper Celebration, they
even have a Back to Work program

9
AP –

The UPES ACM-W team works

tirelessly

towards

augmenting

the

dynamic image of women in computing.
Being a founding member of the All
Women Hackathon, would you like to
recommend any activity that the UPES
ACM-W Team should put on their event
calendar?
RM - Given that you guys won the runners
up for the Best Chapter this year, and
in fact this was the first time a Women
Chapter has won this award, I believe
you are most certainly headed in the
right direction. So I’ll just give you some
ideas in terms of variety. Hackathons
are great option; I feel it’s an ultimate
source of hands on experience. Also, as
some people are visual learners while
others are kinaesthetic, that is they really
have to feel in order to learn something,
Hackathons are an excellent aid from
that perspective. The other avenues are
programming contests, but with a bit
of twist. The thing is, I’ve observed that
the number of girls participating in the
programming contests is comparatively
smaller than those of boys. I’d say, you
should try and encourage the concept
of at least one female member in every
team that participates along with making
sure that female is simply not just a
member in that team, but is actually
involved in solving the main problem.
Next thing would be entrepreneurship.
There is so much going on in the startup
world, not just in India, but across the
world. I strongly recommend you to
promote this concept. Most importantly
you should motivate them to work on
their presentation skills, perhaps through
an elevator pitch sort of event where
they get 3 minutes to present their ideas
in the best possible manner.
Lastly, managing of finances. I feel it’s
high time that young people learn how
to manage their money, and make smart
investments in their future when they
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are employed. Even though it’s not totally
related to technology but it encourages
a sense of independence and planning
in one’s life.

10
AP – Lastly, would you like share a
message with all our women in computing
readers?
RM – I simply want to say, believe in
you. It’s important that you work hard
because there is no substitute for that,
and sometimes being a woman I feel,
you have to work doubly hard as we have
many more transition periods in our life.
Everything said and done, we come from
a society where women have mostly
been at home, and it’s only now that they
are stepping out. So definitely there are
tremendous challenges ahead of us and
we have to work to overcome those.
It’s important to realize that there is
nothing wrong in being ambitious; in fact
I recommend thinking bigger because
if you dream big, you’ll at least get
somewhere. Prioritize every moment of
your life. And like Sheryl Crow sings in
her song - “If it makes you happy, it can’t
be that bad”. I feel, you just have to work
around it and nobody can stop you from
being a successful Woman in Computing.
~
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Technology has been evolving at a much faster pace than before.
We have a new jargon every year which takes the IT industry by

DEVOPS:

storm and becomes a must-have skill for every aspiring Computer
Engineer or a SDE. 2016 was the year of DevOps and 2017 will be
too. Everyone knows DevOps, but understands very little.

PRACTICE AND
TOOLS

DevOps isn’t merely the combination of the Development and

GUNJAN LAL

an umbrella term for sysadmins, DBAs, operations staff, network

Operation of an application, but the optimized process of the
same. It entails the cooperation of the development engineers as
well as the practice of operations throughout the lifecycle of a
software, from design to deployment to support and maintenance.
“Dev” refers to the team who developed the product, and “Ops” is
engineers, security professionals, and numerous other disciplines.
It is not the usage of a fancy tool to automate everything

DEVOPS ISN’T MERELY
THE COMBINATION OF
DEVELOPMENT AND

under the sun, but the understanding of all the layers of Agile
development and implementation.
With the booming market and the constant revolutions erupting
in the domain, businesses and organizations have to be agile. They
need better deployment processes, monitoring and provisioning

OPERATION OF AN

tools to keep up. This is where DevOps comes into the picture. It acts

APPLICATION, BUT THE

and continuous delivery (CICD). Continuous Integration refers to

OPTIMIZED PROCESS OF THE

bugs early. These tests are merged with development so that

SAME.

Delivery is the continual delivery of the code, in small batches, to

as a catalyst in automating the process of continuous integration
the practice of testing the code as often as possible to catch
automated tests of code changes can be performed. Continuous
the next step (QA, user, or any other environment) which facilitates
debugging and improvement.
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Various tools and technologies have been developed which

management include Puppet, Ansible and Salt.

facilitate and automate various segments in the DevOps domain.
A few of them have been described below:

Docker is an open source
containerization tool that

Git is a distributed revision and version

automates the development

management system used for Source

and

deployment

of

Code Management (SCM). Git focusses

software. It bundles the application and all of its dependencies

on data integrity, speed, collaboration.

within containers that wrap up all the necessary tools into

It is lightweight, easy to learn, incredibly

one single package. This package is portable across machines,

fast and can be used to handle from very

thus facilitating shipping of code. Docker also provides features

small to very large projects. Git allows you to create a new branch

like versioning and automatic builds and also accelerates the

of code from any commit, enabling easy switching between

development process. Vagrant, Kubernetes and Swarm are other

different commits, patching, non-interfering experimentation and

popular containerization tools.

greater control over your code. GitHub, BitBucket, Mercurial are
also SCM tools.

Apache Maven is an open
source tool that automates
Jenkins is an open source tool developed

the building, reporting and

in Java for continuous integration. It can

documentation

process.

be used to automate tasks such as build,

Maven aims to make the build process easy,provide a uniform

testing and deployment. Jenkins supports

build system and quality project information and guidelines.

SCM tools like Git and can run shell as

Gradle, ANT, Grunt are also Build Automation tools.

well as Maven scripts. It has a wide array
of available plugins that enhance its

DBmaestro is an important

capabilities. Other similar tools include Bamboo, Shippable and

tool in DevOps that facilitates

Continuum.

Agile

development

and

Continuous Integration and
Capistrano, written in Ruby, is an open

Delivery for the Database. DBmaestro supports streamlining of

source tool to automate deployment

development process management and enforcing change policy

of scripts, mainly web applications, on

practices. With DBmaestro, organizations can facilitate DevOps for

multiple servers over SSH. Capistrano is a

database by executing deployment automation, enhancing and

system for programmers and sysadmins

reinforcing

to execute commands in a structured,

security as well as mitigating risk. Other database management

repeatable way on one or more remote machines, without any

tools are Liquibase, Redgate and Datical.

server side installations. Otto, Smartfrog and JuJu are similar tools.
Nagios

is

an

open-

Amazon Web Services (AWS) provides

source tool that provides

100+ services ranging from compute,

monitoring of all mission-

database, networking and storage to

critical infrastructure (such

Monitoring, Artificial Intelligence and

as servers, applications, networks, etc), Log servers as well as

Internet of Things. These services can be used to automate the

analysis of network traffic sources and security threats. Other

build, deployment and management of any application, at a very

similar tools are Zabbix, Sensu, New Relic, Datadog, Shinken, etc.

low cost. AWS also provides a comprehensive documentation
of all its services. Other cloud platforms include Google Cloud

Apache Jmeter is an open-

Platform, Microsoft Azure, OpenStack and Rackspace

source tool for load testing of
an application for recording

Chef is a configuration management tool

and analyzing performance

which supports on-premises, cloud as

of the application under

well as hybrid infrastructure. Chef believes

varying load conditions. It can be used to simulate a heavy load,

in turning infrastructure into code for

on a server, group of servers or a network. Apache Jmeter can be

easy provision and deployment and can

deployed on a single machine or on different machines (physical

integrate with cloud-based platforms

or virtual) as a master-slave setup. Other testing tools include

such as Rackspace and Amazon EC2 to automatically provision
and configure new virtual machines. Other tools for Configuration
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Selenium, JUnit, Cucumber, etc

JOIN US

and explore the world of PROs
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INDIA’S DEMONETISATION
AND THE RISE OF E-WALLETS
AND BITCOINS
SHINJANA MISRA

C

Paytm, Freecharge and Bitcoin were among the few
companies who benefited
from demonetisation.

oming up short on cash and using virtual money to

On November 9, within 24 hours after Prime Minister Narendra

make payments for daily routine products is something

Modi declared the demonetisation in India and requested the

that the Indian population doesn’t even think of, as a

citizens to return Rs 1000 and Rs 500 notes, Paytm posted a blog

second option. However, when crisis struck in the form

entry titled “Just another day at Paytm” wherein the company

of the biggest DEMONETISATION drive of the century initiated

showed off its success writing “People will now judge you by

by the Prime Minister of the country on the 8th of November,

the size of your Paytm Wallet... Just saying.” The amount of profit

2016; the people were

that

left with no other

has reaped from the

choice

rather

the

company

than

demonetisation drive

using virtual money

is just phenomenal.

to survive as, relying

About two weeks after

on friends or relatives

that blog entry, Paytm

for cash was totally

declared that it was

out of the question.

handling more than 7

The huge step was

million exchanges in a

taken as a result of the

day, outperforming the

government’s efforts

quantity of credit and

to wipe out counterfeit

debit card exchanges

currency notes and

that are done in India.

black

the

The company’s vice

term generally used to

president Sudhanshu

depict exchanges that

Gupta stated “From

money-

happen outside formal channels.

consumers being able to pay for a cup of coffee in metros,
to farmers purchasing seeds using Paytm in Kurnool, we are

Amidst India’s extraordinary demonetisation drive, as people began

witnessing an exponential increase in adoption of Paytm as a way

going cashless, the biggest beneficiaries have been the e-Wallets,

to pay by both consumers and merchants alike.” The company

Bitcoins services and other companies receiving epayments. And

on November 21 said that it was doing more than 7 million

even among the e-wallets and other such companies present in

exchanges worth Rs 120 crore in a day. It said that it has served 45

India, the biggest profit maker from the entire scenario is Paytm.

million clients in the most recent 10 days and now has more than
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Demonetisation drive
in India turned out to
be a golden page in
the history of various
companies.”

150 million clients. Paytm uncovered that

MobiKwik too has gone up by 2500 for

options of the buyers. As compared to

after PM Modi’s declaration it had seen its

each penny. The company also witnessed

before, customers of online shopping

traffic grow by a huge 700 for each penny.

a rise in its vendor base - as in shops

services like Amazon, Flipkart and Myntra,

In the meantime, the company had seen

that accept MobiKwik - had gone up

were willing to pre-pay the prices of the

exchanges develop from 2.5 million to 5

by 150 per cent after demonetisation.

products bought rather than paying after

million and trade out the e-wallets that

the delivery using the “Cash on Delivery”

individuals have develop by a surprising

Freecharge, another prominent e-wallet,

feature provided by such companies. The

1000 for each penny. The average number

had a similar story to tell. It had tied up with

cab services like Uber and Ola reaped

of transactions too had gone up from 3 to

Snapdeal for the wallet-on-conveyance

huge benefits due to their tie ups with

18.

benefit, which implied purchasers could

Paytm and other e-wallet companies.

pay for merchandise through the e-wallet
However, despite such huge numbers,

once they have been conveyed. The

While the nation grappled with the

Paytm was not the only e-wallet company

company in around seven days, completed

impacts

that dig gold out of the demonetisation

more than 1 lakh exchanges as a part of its

organizations had additionally gone on

drive in India. Other e-wallet companies

wallet on delivery service for Snapdeal.

an overdrive in charming both end clients

like

Mobikwik

and

Freecharge

of

demonetisation,

these

as well as dealers willing to attempt their

encountered flattering success rates as

The Bitcoin market in India too experienced

cash exchange benefit. Every one of them,

well. MobiKwik, considered India’s second

a good surge in its profits due to the drive.

from Paytm to Freecharge to Uber to Ola,

greatest e-wallet benefit with more

There are four noteworthy Bitcoin trades

have dropped the exchange expense they

than 35 million clients, on November

in India, Unocoin, Zebpay, BTCXIndia and

charge from vendors for transitory span.

22 said that it saw 7000 for each penny

Coinsecure. Their average cost was very

They have additionally turned out with

increment in bank exchanges since

nearly 34% higher than normal worldwide

different approaches to rapidly empower

the application permitted clients to

Bitcoin cost. The demand

the administration at shops and retailers.

exchange cash in a flash to any financial

created by the people trying to stack up

All in all, the demonetisation drive in India

balance without requiring any charge

their illegal wealth in Bitcoins probably

turned out to be a golden page in the

after the demonetisation. It additionally

created the profit the company had seen.

history of these companies.

guarantees that the application activity to
the “near me” feature that permits clients

Also, the e-commerce trade established

to discover retailers that acknowledge

in India saw a difference in the payment
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The UPES ACM-W Student Chapter, from the University of Petroleum and Energy Studies in Dehradun,
India, strives to create a community where men and women have equal opportunity and work together on
a number of projects and activities. One such activity is “The Time Is Write” article-writing competition that
encourages aspiring writers to share their thoughts on a global platform. This year, they were asked to write
a short article on “Your Dream Software: Revolutionize the Future” covering their view of the “perfect software” that would be needed to revolutionize a particular field. We congratulate the winners, and all participants, who made the competition such a success and here we share the runner up article.
and then exerting some measure
of control over their actions in said
dream, I spent the entire summer
researching lucid dreaming. Of
utter interest was the practical
application of this controversial
technique in the treatment of
recurring nightmares.
One thing that both scholars and
amateurs agree upon is that lucid
dreaming isn’t as easy or quick
as daydreaming. It involves great
- Aditi Balaji
effort and harsh training of the
mind. What I learned from Charlie
Morley’s Dreams Of Awakening
was that it is possible to create
As a child, I used to check under our own methods to actively be
my bed every night before going consciously sub-conscious during
to sleep. However, in a manner our dreams. Nevertheless, lucid
atypical of other six year old, I dreaming is not an easy skill to
never checked for monsters – I learn: it takes time, patience and
checked for ninjas who might many more months, maybe even
attack me during my sleep. At years before one can use it as a
one point, my paranoia got so cure for haunting nightmares.
overwhelming that I had to check
the entire house before I could As a Computer Science student,
let my parents turn me in for the even though my knowledge of
night. Thankfully, over time, my psychology is basic, I couldn’t
paranoia faded away, letting me help but think that the strides we
explore more appealing fantasies have made in the area of virtual
fueled by my rather fertile reality in the recent past could
bring the fruits of lucid dreaming
imagination.
to people who suffer daily – or
That childhood phobia might rather, nightly. This was the motive
explain why I have been fascinated behind my dream software, pun
by the subject of lucid dreaming not intended. It would simulate
since I found out about it, many the conditions of the dream that
years ago, from a YouTube video the victim often suffers through
by ASAPScience [1]. Enthralled by using advanced graphics
by the concept of the dreamer to re-construct the dream, and
consciously recognizing that use virtual reality devices to
they’re in the throes of a dream administer it to patients when

life is but
a dream
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they are fully awake, in an attempt
to help them conquer their fears
when they are in full control of
their faculties.
This software, the way I see it,
has two crucial components: a
highly immersive, interactive
virtual reality system, and a fast
learning AI, which takes in the
patient’s initial description of the
dream and generates a “scene”.
The scene changes dynamically
based on the patient’s reactions,
and as the patient remembers
more, the AI makes the relevant
changes and introduces new
stimuli into the dream. Thus,
the patient truly interacts with
a fantasy made tangible; an
experience essentially imitating a
lucid dream. And when the dream
gets overwhelming, the patient
can simply terminate the scene,
just as an expert lucid dreamer
can stop dreaming at the drop
of a hat. The overall experience is
entirely tailored for the user, and
the software’s flexibility makes it
suitable for therapy.
Extending the scope of this
software, I believe it would also
help in the treatment of many
kinds of psychological diseases
and phobias. Evolution, so far, has
taught us to value fear, because
it acts as a catalyst to instinct,
which has ensured the survival
of our species. But phobias are
chronic, paralyzing, crippling
fears which inhibit the victim’s

No matter how much we, as a
species, claim to be of a higher
thinking order compared to other
living creatures, fear, and the
brain’s response to it, is what ties us
down to our primitive origins. Fear
is the most basal human emotion,
and has been instrumental to the
survival of our species for so long.
But in order to truly break barriers
and reach new pinnacles in terms
of evolution, in order to truly
achieve greater sentience, we need
to conquer our irrational fears and
phobias, and I genuinely believe
that my dream software has the
potential to take evolutionary
psychology and psychotherapy to
new heights.
References:
[1] “The Science of Lucid
Dreaming”: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=lYSX51xBkos
[2] “Artificial synapse for
neural
networks”:
https://
www.sciencedaily.com/
releases/2017/02/170221142046.

htm
[3] “AI virtual consultant for
better patient care”: https://
www.sciencedaily.com/
releases/2017/03/170308114842.
htm
[4] “New software for decoding
digital brain data”: https://
www.sciencedaily.com/
releases/2017/02/170224133923.
htm

SPECIAL ARTICLE

Like any good computer scientist,
I am the first one to admit that
while my dream software might
help revolutionize psychotherapy,
feasibility is an issue, as of now.
We do have a good idea about
the mechanics of the eye and

how images are re-constructed
by the brain, but we don’t know
enough about neural signals to
correctly interpret and reproduce
the complex patterns of phobias.
However, regarding the great
progress that has been made in
the fields of brain analysis and
neurosciences, I am confident
that projects such as the organic
artificial synapses developed
at Stanford University [2], the AI
virtual consultant used by UCLA’s
radiology department to deliver
better health care [3], and the new
software to decode digital brain
data created by researchers at
Princeton University [4], will be the
pebbles of impetus that set forth
the avalanche of technological
psychotherapy.

RUNNER UP ARTICLE FROM TIME IS WRITE 2.0

ability to live life to the fullest. A few
examples: agoraphobics cannot
step out of their house, owing to
their fear of open spaces. Most of
them remain in the safety of the
four walls of their houses, unable
to seek the help they need, since
that requires stepping out. People
suffering from climacophobia, the
fear of staircases, can get stuck
on the top floor of a high rise
building which is burning, unable
to use the emergency staircases.
Enochlophobia, the obsessive fear
of crowds, doesn’t have a cure,
but does get better with medical
help; and while one might find
silly the fear of pores and holes,
trypophobia does actually touch
some of us: a simple walk to the
nearby park turns into a trip to the
closest hospital because of a piece
of sponge lying in a ditch.
While it is up to the brave individual
who suffers from such conditions
to decide how to deal with their
phobia, this software could help
victims of trauma heal their
psychological wounds, and enable
chronically paranoid people to
come to terms with their paranoia.
It could help them chart out a plan
of action, a method to survive,
and the virtual dreamscape could
be manipulated to help the user
create a “safe haven”. Additionally,
the AI could help diagnose specific
psychological problems and report
them to a psychologist, and based
on the treatments suggested, could
integrate them into the therapy
process.
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Artificial retinas, printing
new skin by printing
proteins(3D printing),
Lab on a chip, brain
implants, intelligent
pills are goig to be the
new face of Healthcare
Industry .”
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HEALTHCARE AND
TECHNOLOGY
AMULYA YADAV

Technology will be a game changer in the field of healthcare sector such
that the delivery and the services will be more efficient, productive and
consumer focused. New innovations are in consistent improvement to help
individuals remain healthy and lead standard way of life. The last 5 years
have witnessed a significant rise in the use of technology in Healthcare
sector. It has dynamically changed and structured the face of it. These
advances in technologies should not be restricted to only patient care but
to the entire administration system as well.
The next 5 years would see an exponential increase in the number of jobs in
this sector. The prime focus should be on the advancement in technologies
that would shape the industry. The use of cloud computing has come into
play in maintaining a structured and organized data flow in such a way that
transparency in maintained within the framework.
Maintaining a database and records of the details of the patient has
become as important as the backbone of the industry. Without which we
practically cannot fathom further developments and improvement. It is
this database on which the analytic depends upon. To improve the surgical,
and clinical outcomes. Electronic Health Records have shown to maintain
immense and large amounts of standardized and centralized databases.
Majority of the data elements include the information maintained of the
clinics, pharmacy, hospital etc. Data mining systems can create a global
warehouse in a cloud based infrastructure.
One such development has been the introduction of the telemedicine. This
innovation helps the specialists treat the patients without them having to
be physically present. This type depends majorly on telecommunication. In
India, tele-health centres have been set up in the rural areas. This unique
innovation has introduced the usage of USB enabled ECG’S, thermometers,
pulseoxymeters.
Recently, Computer aided diagnosis (CAD) has also been utilized to
screening cancer globally. High resolution CT scanning combined with
3D printing have been the most talked about innovations. Non invasive
technologies that involve little or no in incision into the patient’s body
has seen a significant change. The use of Proton Beam technique (though
expensive) can treat cancer and is expected to be the next big thing.
Robotics has recently been inducted into healthcare sector as well.
Hospitals driven by less man power is the future. The role of doctors
treating the patients will significantly be lessened. The role of Artificial
Intelligence has been immense in treating some of the major health related
issues.
Artificial retinas, printing new skin by printing proteins (3D printers), Lab
on a chip, brain implants, intelligent pills are going to be the new face of
Healthcare Industry.
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LIFE

IN
TECH
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RAVI SINGHAL

VAIBHAV BHASIN

SYSTEMS ASSOCIATE ENGINEER, SQL SOLUTIONS
DELL EMC | GLOBAL SOLUTION ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL FELLOW AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
UPES, DEHRADUN

PRODUCT DESIGNER (UI/UX)
LOCUS

Life in tech has its perks. Once I got past my
meticulous college schedule, and aligned
curriculum I saw a broader world lying
ahead, with multiple challenges at each
step of my career, be it learning my team
role or the project deliverable, along with
abiding to the company’s ethics code of
conduct. Every day I saw a scope of learning
in my work, which has been a truly amazing
experience so far.

In my opinion, the life in tech and the
life in university are two parallel subjects.
There are plenty of aspects that seclude
them. When in an industry, it’s all about
profit, and it can be rude, but a university
inculcates social respect. Your skills are
exploited when you’re in the industry but
your skills are polished when you are in
college. When you are in a university, you
write a paper which eliminates chances
of injustice, but when in an industry, the
chances of injustice are pretty high. It
totally depends on how well you gel up
with the people and the environment.

Once you step out of the college, you’ll
be amazed by the opportunities that the
industry has to offer. If you’re passionate
about something and willing to work hard
for it, there is literally nothing that can stop
you from making it big.

ANUPAM MAHESHWARI

Over the years, I’ve certainly realised
that with rapid technical advancements,
companies now look for candidates with
versatile role. The management in fact
requires every candidate to spend at least
20-30% of their job time in exploring
future technology apart from regular work
which can be implemented for company’s
additional benefit. The firms even promote
the give and take relation wherein, you
prove to be an asset for the firm by means
for your additional skills, and earn badges
for yourself in return. I really believe that
sticking to one technological specialization
hinders individual development, and
growth.

Life in tech is at times full of politics, race,
and bureaucracy, which is never the case
when you are in a university. But after all,
you learn and then you earn. All these
experiences, in my opinion are the most
essential elements for you to build a
situation-proof shield for yourself, which
allows you to get past every hurdle in your
life. Life in tech is difficult, but if you survive
few initial years in it, then view on the other
side of it is spectacular.
Best Wishes

Life in tech is definitely not the same as the
life in university. It certainly is enlightening
but at the same time it comes with a
baggage of responsibilities. I’d definitely
like to add for my fellow junior readers;
try not to go main stream, and learn to
push boundaries. Never forget, having
additional subject or domain expertise will
most certainly yield you an upper hand in
the interviews.

At this point in your career you can afford
to take risks, so make sure you don’t shy
away from that. Specially for the people
who want to make a career in tech, I would
personally suggest to look for a company
where you get to do groundbreaking stuff
rather than settling for a 9 to 5 job for the
sake of stability. India’s startup scene is
going strong right now and the demand
for talent is really high, but the problem
that most startups face according to me is
getting people who are good at the latest
technical trends.
College is the best place to learn these
things, students who keep track of the
latest technologies and have some good
projects up their sleeve have a huge edge
over the others. And well, in the end it all
comes down to one simple question. “What
do you want to do”, it’s very important to
figure out what you’re passionate about
and more importantly to have the courage
and persistence to not give up on it. As
someone rightly said “Life’s too short for
the wrong job”
Best of luck.

P.S - Start mixing up technology with native
problem statements, and who knows you
might end up falling on paths of ubiquitous
computing.
Keep Learning.
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ACM for YOU
UPES ACM Student Chapter is a blend of talent,
innovation and hard-work. We have various
departments for design, editorial, events, PR
and many more. These departments not only are
productive but also are a source of inspiration
for others too. These departments have been
working delightfully while achieving many
benchmarks.

ANEESH TIGGA

UPES ACM Design Committee

T

he ACM Public
Relations Committee isn’t about
selecting the best speakers and using them for
promotions. It is about
selecting tea cups that are
empty or half filled and
nurturing them into becoming the best speakers.
Under the PR Committee,
we often visit classrooms
to talk about our events,
set up desks for promotions of our events and

concentrate on inter-personal skills so as to forge
everlasting bonds that are
beneficial not only professionally but also personally.
Being one of the biggest
and most active committees under ACM, we get
to interact with a lot of
new people, learn about
adapting to all kinds of
environments and overall,
grow together.
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The Design committee of the chapter takes
care of everything related to the frontend
presentation. Creating graphic rich contents
for posters, brochures, magazines etc is what
we do. We always welcome new enthusiasts
and help them grow so that they’re capable
enough of producing state of art designs.
“A Good Design is not a style. It’s a language!”

RACHIT SINGHAL

AMULYA YADAV

UPES ACM PR Committee

T

he editorial team
is an exclusionary
platform for not
only the writing enthusiasts, but for the individuals who look out for a holistic development of their
personality. The editorial
highly encourages the concept of general education
and personal branding.
Working with the editorial
does not only limit you to
polish your skills in writing but also presentation
and planning. The editorial
team is one of the teams
in the UPES ACM Student
Chapter that pushes it’s every member to participate
and volunteer in every do-

main possible. Along with
assisting with the chapter
with the documentation,
the team is responsible for
maintaining the UPES ACM
Blog, and the annual print
of the chapter – Void.
The editorial meetings conducted by the team are not
just to discuss the agendas
for upcoming activities, but
are in fact assessments and
training sessions for Group
Discussions and Spell Bee,
in order to ensure strong
hold of the members on
grammar and vocabulary.

PALAK BATRA

UPES ACM Editorial Committee

T

AAYUSH SRIVASTAVA

UPES ACM Sponsorship Committee

T

he event’s team,
the indispensable
part
of
ACM
not only focuses on
organising or proposing
an event, it’s also about
working and coordinating
with every committee of
the society. We are a team
of enthusiastic people
with creative ideas who
are passionate about
managing anything from
inception to completion.
We organize meetings
frequently,
discuss
creative
ideas
for
organizing the event,
giving everyone chance to

MEETA CHAUDHARY

he sponsorship department, as the
name
suggests,
deals with the process of
establishing a corporate
relationship between our
chapter, and the outside
world. For this purpose, we
ensure that our members
are well-guided and trained
in research, planning, and
execution.
The tasks set for this committee include keeping
track of the business trends
of different companies and
organisations, the preparation of sales-pitches and
strategies, and the execution of those strategies
through digital, and physi-

cal means.
We organise field trips
where, the committee
members are divided into
teams, and visit the different companies in different
areas of the city. Each team
is given a specific target,
but their work is not limited by the same. We believe
that it does not hurt to try,
and this enables us to go
and get sponsors from areas where our competitors
do not dare try. We like the
feeling of being successful and this drives us in our
daily lives.
Money is hard to come by,
but this department makes
it possible.

organize and polish their
managerial skills, discuss
event plan, schedule it,
get synced with the other
teams, promote it on
campus and off campus,
get registrations, organize
it and make it successfully
end by providing the
knowledge and making
participants competitive
enough.
We create a vision, “a
vision is not just a picture
of what could be, it is an
appeal to our better selves,
a call to become something
more” -Rosabeth Moss
Kanter.

TANUPRIYA BHASIN

AKSHAT CHATURVEDI

UPES ACM Events Committee
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ABHINAV BHAT

YASHARTH SINGH

UPES ACM Membership Committee

ACM has a vast family of members who strive to reach greater
heights in their domain. The Membership Committee is
responsible for encouraging students to be a part of the ACM
fraternity and inform them of the benefits ACM provides.
Being one of the most important committees in the chapter,
we get to interact with the new crowd of the college,
promote the chapter before the world and improve on
our inter-personal skills. ACM and us, we grow together!
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ASHISH MALHOTRA

NIKHIL GUPTA

UPES ACM Technical Committee

T

he UPES ACM
being a technical
society Tech Team
forms the major part of it.
It provides a platform for
beginners, intermediate
and
advanced
level
coders to showcase
their skills in all the
fields where Android
Application,
Website,

and VFX Development.
The team organizes
training sessions for the
developers to learn new
skills that are trending.
We organize multiple
contests for our members
wherein we assign each
developer with a project
which he/she will work
upon during the entire

SANYAM JAIN

session, and will present
it during annual tech fest
of UPES ACM - Prodigy.
Following the concept of:

“Together we stand
divided
we
fall”
We assist each other,
and
together
we
grow, we achieve
and
we
evolve.

AVI SHARMA

UPES ACM Technical Committee
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P

OTPOURRI
A few words from the office bearers.

ANSHUMAN SINGH

VICE CHAIRPERSON – UPES ACM-W

I

joined UPES in 2013, and
like everyone, I wanted
my college life to be a
wonderful,
adventurous,
and memorable one. Then
one day I came to know
about UPESACM, and by the
reputation of ACM, I made
up my mind that I wanted
to be a part of this society
and so far, this has been one
the best decisions I took. I
never expected that ACM
would be such a huge part
of my life, with ACM I got
the opportunity to work
with the best and the most
hardworking friends who
were extremely devoted and
enthusiastic towards the
betterment of this society.
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Initially I was very shy and
introvert, but by working
for this society and getting
involved with its events,
I eventually gained my
personality and became
a responsible person. It is
really because of ACM that
I have learned about my
potential.
I worked in almost every
committee of this society,
made
many
friends
throughout this journey,
and shared many lovely and

memorable moments with
all the members, the various
parties and events which
we organized, and enjoyed
together. By becoming a part
of ACM I got an opportunity
to explore various verticals,
and the ideologies of
working as a unit.
I am really proud of being
a part of such a wonderful
society and I want to say a
big thanks to UPES ACM for
gifting me many wonderful
memories which I can
bundle up and will perceive
it throughout my life.

ADITI GOYAL

VICE CHAIRPERSON – UPES ACM

I

’ve been a part of ACM
since my first year in
college. It has been four
years now, and each year
I experienced something
new and challenging. The
level of responsibilities has
been different at different
stages. And now that I
am the vice chairperson,
the
responsibility
has
tremendously increased. At
such a position I learned to
take care of everything and
everyone. It’s became my
responsibility to make sure
everything falls in the right
place and for that at times

to make it even better in the
coming years.

I had be strict, which has
been the most difficult part
for me so far. Each and every
member is like a member
of my own family. ACM has
given me so much to learn,
so many memories to cherish
and so many people to hold
on to.
One thing I’d like all my
juniors to follow, treat ACM
like your own family. Think as
if it’s your own responsibility
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SHIVANGI PRASAD

SECRETARY – UPES ACM-W

A

CM
chapters
are
established throughout
the world to assist in the
fulfilment of the objectives
of the students. Usually
students in college spend
most of their time in the
classes and labs working
on their academia, but in
my opinion it is equally
important that they find time
to extend their professional
network
beyond
their
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department.
ACM did. It
opportunity,
needed to be
today.

That’s what
gave me the
the exposure
the person I’m

Perfect
opportunity
to discover myself and
experience things like Event

management, dealing with
students, colleagues and
associates,
team
work,
organisational
behaviour,
dealing with all kind of
people and finding an
alternate solution ASAP in
order to keep things running
smoothly in the front. For
me, ACM is the answer to the
question “What makes you
different from others?”.

SHUBHANKAR NATH

SECRETARY – UPES ACM

T

he
most
significant
thing I have done in my
college life is be to be a part
of this chapter. This is where
I learnt to apply myself, be
distinguished from others
and do things what others
can only imagine. UPES
ACM has enabled to take my
college life beyond books and
passing exam. I met some of

of the amazing team.

the most happening people,
shared the views, and learnt
the contour of my abilities
which I guess I would have
never found otherwise. This
chapter is close to my heart,
it is recognition for me, and
I am glad to be a part of one
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UPES ACM App is now available for Android devices
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